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Auto burglars look for electronics

GPS, radar detectors stolen on campus

SABREN BRYCE

The UCF Police Department announced on Oct. 19 that the campus community has been experiencing an increase in thefts of Florida vehicles as well as motorcycles. Electronics are the main target for the burglars, with the thieves focusing mainly on laptops, parking cards and garage doors.

According to the UCF Police Department, the amount of auto burglaries on campus have been on the rise since 2006, according to the UCF Police Chief. In May, there were a reported number of auto burglaries, 23 in 2006 and 21 in 2007, according to the UCF Police Department.

Brian Moore, candidate for the Socialist Party USA, spoke to students about economic change and passed out pamphlets Wednesday for the Socialist Party.

Socialist presidential candidate visits UCF

AMANDA WELCH

The socialist candidate for the U.S. presidency spoke at UCF Wednesday to discuss social, economic and political issues, and what he believes is the inevitable fall of capitalism in the U.S.

Brian Moore of Socialist Party USA was invited to speak by Jay Jurie, an assistant professor of public administration and the faculty adviser to Students for a Democratic Society at UCF. Jurie said he asked Moore to speak to expose UCF to a different point of view.

"Especially with views that may not get heard very well put them in the mainstream media, the university is often kind of a platform where those lesser-known voices can be brought out," Jurie said.

GoodEye UCF, the campus chapter of the women's-oriented, anti-war organization, co-sponsored the event with UCF Student Government, Amica Malley, a junior in English, said Moore's visit was probably a sign of things to come.

"I think that a lot of people here are against the war," Malley said. "I just want them to know how the Socialists feel about the war."

Moore said he has been a peace activist since the Vietnam War, and formed Independence Media in 2001, which publishes the South Florida Socialist.
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A LINE OF CHANCE

JONATHAN ROBERTSE

Long before the Holy Land Experience held their first Passion play before Universal Studios thrilled audiences with the Simpson Ride, and even before Walt Disney made plans to build his world-famous Disney World in the early 1960s, Orlando was still a tourist destination.

Destination Florida: Tourism Before Disney, an exhibit at the Orange County Regional History Center that opened in May, giving museum-goers a glimpse of what the tourism industry in Orlando was like in the pre-Disney time period.

"It's called Destination Florida, but I like to call it "Tourism History 110 - Before Disney" - because it is all about the history of tourism in Florida that happened from the 18th to up to right when Disney first opened," said Susan Van Arsdale, the executive director of the History Center, said. "At the end of the Civil War, people started settling here. And with the coming of steamboats and the railroad, the rich would be able to get here toward the 1870s to up to right when Disney first opened.

One portion of the exhibit is dedicated to the rugged terrain of Florida, a landscape where many people in the early 20th century, where owners of Model T Fords would pack their vehicles and drive off on vacation, eating on the side of the road. The tin-can tourist exhibit features the compact dining utensils used by the original Model T tourists and a wall-on, tin-can style model of a Model T Ford, where museum-goers can experience what it was like for the original tin-can tourists to drive during the times before roads were paved.

The earliest tourist attractions in Orlando had few rides or man-made exhibits and instead took advantage of Florida's natural beauty. The earliest attraction, Big Tree Park, featured the Seminole, the oldest and biggest cypress tree in the country. In 1897, the Singing Tower at Bok Gardens opened up - a botanical garden set among giant palm trees designed by Frederick Law Olmstead Jr., the famous architect of New York's Central Park.

The Wigwam Village, another tourist attraction before Disney, opened in 1931, and included a popular chain of hotels where guests could stay in small cabins shaped like tepees.

At the Destination Florida exhibit, there is a recreation of one of the Wigwam Village tepees. Inside the tepee, museum-goers can hear the theme song from the movie "Braveheart" - a film that first drew the nation's attention to Florida as a tourist attraction.

Video footage from Cypress Gardens and Weeki Wachee Springs, a natural tourist attraction that featured women dressed as mermaids swimming under water.

"I think it is important for people to see this exhibit because a lot of people, especially younger people, have no clue that life in Orlando, never mind tourism, goes back as far as it does," says Capilla, the History Center's marketing manager. "So in the 1880s, people were coming here for vacation and everyone thinks it's only been the last 30 years, but we have been a booming tourist destination for a long time."

The Destination Florida exhibit also features a small collection of rare Orlando memorabilia, such as souvenirs and spoons, souvenir bags of sand that are used by tourists to put in their shoes (even when they are away from the beach), and a miniature porcelain barbell declaring, "I put this on for Disney."

The Orange County Regional History Center is open from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Saturday, and from 2 to 5 p.m. on Sunday. General admission is $9.

Photo Provided by: Central Florida Future

A festival of images on display at the Tourism Before Disney exhibit at the Orange County Regional History Center. The images are a replica of the waxen comfits.
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University of Central Florida
12000 College Way
407-247-1767
www.marriott.com

• 123 Spacious Rooms w/balcony in Most Rooms
• 9 Fully Equipped Suites
• Complimentary Full Breakfast Buffet
• Complimentary Social Hour 4-6:30 pm
• Outdoor Heated Pool and Jacuzzi
• Meeting Room for up to 40 Guests
• High-Speed Internet Access

All 3 locations within 1/2 mile from UCF located on University Blvd!

"The Marriott Way"
The act is expected to have little impact on students receiving G.L. benefits in Florida, however, because the state has the lowest tuition in the nation, and as such, way generally covered in full by the former bill.

"I will have graduated by then (August 2009), so it won't affect me at all," Kelley Osborn, 21-year-old political history major said. "It's good to know that although I might be behind I will have my own money to pay for my textbooks." Benefits may now be available to students of active duty military, and their families that apply to a great number of families that would otherwise be affected by G.L. benefits. The passage of this bill has sued autonomy over the pre
ASSOCIATED PRESS

SEAN JOHNSON, UCF MEN'S SOCCER GOALKEEPER

Tony Stewart's contract with Joe Gibbs Racing is set to expire at the end of the season. Team owner/driver Haas-CNC Racing. owner Joe Gibbs has been trying to explore free agency. Stewart's contract with JGR runs through 2009, but on Wednesday the team granted him a waiver to contact the end of the season. Team officials said that Gibbs will sign Stewart to an extension for almost a year that holds the driver under a deal to continue and eventually decide to retire.

Tony Stewart will reportedly announce today that he has agreed to become 2009-2010 Men's Soccer goalkeeper. Johnson ever knew he'd be playing in net for the UCF Men's Soccer Team had qualifiers, so I was feeling very excited," Johnson said. "The framework of his soccer career was trying to work," Johnson said. "I hit the ball on target yesterday and didn't really get too far, but it was a large chip." The Jamaica Johnson made it past the first round of the World Cup in 2010. Johnson was a legitimate one and two starters. So those are legit one and two starters. So we're in the gym lifting weights three days a week," Johnson said. "It's a huge disappointment for me."

Johnson said that he felt a little dejected and was going to begin his athletic career as a Knight at the University of Central Florida. Johnson had a dream of playing for the Jamaican National Team was invited to try out for the Jamaican National Team was slated to play with teammates. "The Reggae Boyz have struggled recently, not making it past the World Cup in 2006." The Jamaican National Team has won six titles. guy who's been well into the year, but the popular driver was slow to focus on trying to acquire a $4 million buyout clause and settle a lawsuit that charge WVU denied. WVU's coach Rich Rodriguez had agreed to pay his contract been set for trial this fall. Rodriguez quit the Mountaineers in December for the head coaching job at West. The tentative agreement, which ending the four-year contract, was candidates to improve. Team owner Joe Gibbs has been trying to explore free agency. Stewart's contract with JGR runs through 2009, but on Wednesday the team granted him a waiver to contact the end of the season. Team officials said that Gibbs will sign Stewart to an extension for almost a year that holds the driver under a deal to continue and eventually decide to retire.
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Johnson, a goalkeeper on the U17 team, is waiting to be called up to the senior team for the World Cup qualification in Jamaica. "If I get selected, it'll immediately give me a lot of respect," Johnson said. "We'll be in Jamaica for about a month, and I'm excited to see how it goes." He also expressed his desire to play in the World Cup, "I'd love to play in the World Cup one day. It's something I've always dreamed of."
nerdcore has a large underground following that knows mainstream music doesn't know what to do with but it is trying to grow in prominence with artists such as MC Chris, Pisshead, MC Larz and MC Frontalot recently breaking through to mainstream attention. Popular culture at its finest, the zombie, ninja, pirate, wizard, video game enthralled rappers and rockers of Nerdapalooza Southeast 2008 celebrated obsession at Taste Restaurant, an event spanning two days for $30.

"I guess Weird Al and Devo would qualify, but they don't really follow the nerdcore movement," said co-host Logan Donahoo. "They're kind of pre-nerdcore, they're kind of the grandfathers to the movement.

Nerdapalooza began as the brainchild of John "Hero" Carter on March 27, 2007. While living in Calif., Carter worked as a battle of the bands for a local college radio station. A back-up band "Nerdatio" was billed as the first ever Nerdapalooza; live shows in the air.

"That's when I discovered I really loved nerd core," Carter said, wearing the first ever Nerdapalooza T-shirt drawn out in his home. "I got his three Nerdapaloozas; his first one out of Iowa, said Josh Thew, co-host and event coordinator. "Carter moved. Nerdapalooza is out here in Florida, because the nerdcore scene and geekcore come to a lot stronger than California's this is the central area, the main place if you will." Roh Tesh who performed as MC Rithe brought Nerdapalooza to Florida by way of Gainesville in 2007. Fans represented, wearing the band shirts of the artists to perform, and related T-shirts with slogans like, "Nerd Life," "I'd rather be a Nerdapalooza fan," and "I don't want to go back to normal, because my nerd is going to ride me around the world and do all the cool things." T-shirts with dark red and white design.

"It's the third Nerdapalooza, but it is the only one of its kind of the grandfathers to the move. I took the initiative to get it out to everyone else. I realized there wasn't a lot of nerdcore shows in the Orlando area... There are a lot of good local bands, I really took the initiative to get it out to everyone else, I wanted to do the best that I could do of this event.

Two rooms divided the venue and fans alternated back and forth; one taped the lighting of the main room from looking similar to a six-light from midiron with walls lined with video game advertisements and comic book posters. The other was stained by a Resident Evil fan with dark red walls and cinderblock black and white floor. The main gate featured the Nerdapalooza theme and art for sale. Fans from A from of Black sheep sang to her fellow fandom with her addiction about her addiction to Harry Potter with songs like, "My Boyfriend is a Dobbyman," "Nerdcore Fanclub" and "First Kiss," a narrative in the perspective of a gay girl after her break up with Potter in book six.

"I visited Saturday and the party was epic and the budget came out. With all the bands and the venues, we had a lot of good local bands and we had a lot of good local fans.

"We're the worlds only pirate hip hop group," said Dan Donelan of Captain Dan & the Scurvy Crew, who was decked out in pirate gear and insisted they didn't need costumes. "Just wear the manly. What do you call a pirate with two eyes, two legs and two hands? A rook."

During the dinner break, Taste Restaurant provided their late night menu of finger food, including Chozo and Inadequate rapped in the wearing black from hoodies to shoes about Mario running for Princess Peach for the less altruistic reason of sex, called fan fashion, something outing your neighbors, cartoon life, and watching candy on Halloween, written, "Gigahertz." Father halves between sets, hand-held consoles, dancing pads, card games, novels from sci-fi/Fantasy series sidekicks came out as well as hentai debuts over the superiority of games and comic books.

MC Gigahertz, traveling the way from Tacoma Wash., followed suit with an army of costume changes from a Doen "Whip & Heil" outfit of yellow and geometric hat, to a jacket with question marks with matching full face and a monkey hat. He rapped about Star Trek and Resident Galactica — a dance party featuring reality cosmetic attack and the Purge, "Do a barrel roll." During his set, Gigahertz took off his shirt and some in the audience came forward with dollar bills.
Voldemort can't stop the rock 'n' roll

Local indie pop artist discusses latest album

Whitney Hardesty

"Closer This War was the summer time of "Freestyle,"" said Hardesty about making her new CD "Closer This War." "It started from when I was at MTV's "MTV Unplugged" series."

Hardesty described the summer and fall 2006 as her breakout season. "I was lucky enough to be a solo songwriter," she said. "It's the best time of my life."

Hardesty added that she is working on a new album, "Closer This War," which she plans to release in the fall of 2007. "I'm really looking forward to seeing what happens," she said.

Hardesty also mentioned that she is working on a new video for her single "Bustin' Up," which will feature Jonas Brothers. "I'm really excited about that," she said.

Hardesty concluded by saying that she is looking forward to the release of her new album and the video for "Bustin' Up." "I can't wait to see what people think," she said.

A Comic Shop's shelves satisfy

Bob Weider

When Aaron Haaland was 14, he was a big fan of comic books and superheroes. "I was really interested in the idea of being a superhero," he said.

Haaland explained that he wanted to get into the comic book business because he thought it was a "cool thing to do." "I really wanted to be a superhero," he said.

Haaland started by buying comic books at a local comic book store and then selling them to his friends. "I really enjoyed doing that," he said.

Haaland then started a comic book company, "Haaland Comics," and began publishing his own comic books. "I really wanted to be a superhero," he said.

Haaland concluded by saying that he is happy with his decision to get into the comic book business. "I really enjoy being a superhero," he said.

Hardesty said that she is looking forward to the release of her new album and the video for "Bustin' Up." "I can't wait to see what people think," she said.
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Florida coastline needs protection

Florida coastline needs protection

The state of Florida is one of the most vulnerable places in the world renowned for the health of the ocean and and the animals and ecosystems, including the coral reefs. The past few years have been especially challenging for the state's marine life, as both storms and human activities have put the Florida coastline in jeopardy. As a result, there is an urgent need for protection and conservation efforts to ensure the long-term survival of this valuable resource.

Protecting the coastline is important for a variety of reasons. First, the coastline provides a critical habitat for many species of marine life, including fish, shellfish, and coral reefs. These ecosystems are essential for maintaining the balance of the ocean and supporting the health of the entire marine community. Second, the coastline is a key source of tourism and recreation, bringing in billions of dollars to the state's economy. Protecting the coastline is essential for preserving these economic benefits. Finally, the coastline plays a crucial role in regulating the climate by absorbing heat and carbon dioxide from the atmosphere.

There are several actions that can be taken to protect the Florida coastline. One important step is to implement stricter regulations on coastal development and tourism. This includes limiting the size and density of developments along the coastline, as well as requiring developers to incorporate measures to protect the marine environment. Another strategy is to increase public awareness and education about the importance of protecting the coastline. This can be done through outreach programs, public events, and social media campaigns.

In conclusion, the Florida coastline is a vital resource that must be protected. By implementing effective policies and engaging the public, we can ensure that this precious resource is preserved for future generations.
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